
The  
Secret  
of the  
Highly  
Creative  
Thinker

AN INTRODUCTION 
TO CREATIVE  
PROBLEM SOLVING

“Highly creative people are  
good at seeing connections.  
By enhancing your ability to  
see connections, you can  
enhance your creativity.”

Dorte Nielsen

We are delighted to host a two-day 
creative workshop. This workshop  
is aimed at both academics and  
business development staff,  
helping to nurture a culture of  
creative problem solving and design 
thinking across both Further and 
Higher Education, enhancing  
collaboration and innovation.

Introducing creative thinking  
models, techniques and strategies 
that will challenge you and  
help you review and consider  
alternative ways of working.

• 1st – 2nd May 2018
• Places limited
• To register  

interest email: 
lynn.connaughton@
collegesni.ac.uk
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PATRICIA  
FLANAGAN

DORTE  
NIELSEN

Born in Denmark, Dorte Nielsen studied at The Graphic 
Arts Institute of Denmark and later at the School of 
Communication Arts in London. Her subsequent advertising 
career in London won her creative recognition at numerous 
international advertising awards. Since moving back to 
Denmark, Dorte has been teaching creativity and creative 
thinking at the Danish School of Media and Journalism,  
where she is an associate professor, a head of department  
and a course leader of Creative Communication, BA education 
for art directors and conceptual thinkers. 

Dorte is the author of five books and numerous articles on  
creativity and creative thinking. She does research and  
development within the area and also works as a creativity 
consultant for businesses. In recent years Dorte, also held  
the position of Chairman of Creative Circle, the Danish  
society for the creative industries with the collective aim of 
raising the level of creativity in Denmark. Creative Circle holds 
the biggest Creative Award Show in Scandinavia, celebrating 
creative excellence. 

In March 2014, she set up her own business called Rejig. 
Her primary focus is on developing design-thinking/creative 
problem-solving approaches to stimulate innovation. Patricia  
is a specialist facilitator and frequently delivers to school 
pupils, students, teaching staff, social and community 
organisations and to businesses. Patricia has recently  
designed and opened a space for creative thinking and 
prototyping at WorkWest called the “thinc lab”. She has  
ran a number of large scale Innovation Camps giving young 
people the opportunity to learn creative thinking tools to 
solve local social challenges. 

She spent seven years leading the development of the 
designer craft industry in NI and seven years running her own 
craft retail business in Belfast; Craftworks and has recently 
joined the Board of Craft Northern Ireland. 

Dorte Nielsen MSc, is the founder  
of Creative Thinker and Centre for  
Creative Thinking. Dorte Nielsen  
is a creativity expert, author and  
keynote speaker. 

Patricia has over 25 years’ experience 
working in the Enterprise and  
Education sectors in Northern Ireland. 
Since a visit to Stanford University in 
2010, Patricia has worked exclusively  
in Design Thinking and Creative  
Problem Solving. 
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